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Vienna Airport expands F&B offering with
new openings

Offering new brands to travelers, a number of shop openings will soon take place in the Arrival Hall at
Vienna International Airport

Offering new brands to travelers, a number of shop openings will soon take place in the Arrival Hall at
Vienna International Airport. The international magazine and travel goods store, Relay, will begin
operating on December 7. BILLA Corso, Burger King and Costa Coffee will also open by Spring 2023.

“Together with our longstanding airport partners Lagardére Travel Retail and Rewe Group, we are
expanding our brand offering up until the spring of 2023 for travellers. With Billa Corso, Burger King,
Costa Coffee and Relay, we are offering something to cater to every taste, from an Austrian premium
supermarket to international restaurants and shops with top brands,” says Julian Jäger, Joint CEO &
COO at Vienna Airport.

Books, newspapers and magazines from all over the world, travel accessories, snacks and beverages
will be available at the Relay shop covering an area of 133 square meters. Relay is represented at
airports and train stations in 14 countries worldwide and is "a popular focal point for purchasing all
kinds of travel accessories." The shop will be operated by Lagardére Travel Retail, a longstanding
retail and gastronomy partner of Vienna Airport.

By the spring of 2023, Burger King will open a new restaurant alongside the globally recognized
coffee shop concept Costa Coffee, which will replace the current McDonald's restaurant. Furthermore,
at the beginning of 2023, a modern and well-stocked BILLA Corso store, operated by the REWE Group,
will be offering its products on the floor space presently occupied by Spar Gourmet, which will be
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refurbished starting at the beginning of this month.


